
Cessna Skyhawks flying with 
Safe Flight AOA indicator
by Matt Thurber

Beginning with model year 2016 deliver-
ies last January, Textron Aviation added 
the Safe Flight angle-of-attack (AOA) 
system to the Cessna 172S Skyhawk. 
The AOA system is standard on new 
Skyhawks, including the diesel engine 
Turbo JT-A that will enter service early 
this year, and it is a $5,000 option on 
the 182T Skylane and Turbo Stationair 
HD T206H.

I tried out the Skyhawk AOA system 
during a flight with demonstration pilot 
Dale Bleakney last year at Textron Avia-
tion headquarters in Wichita.

Single-engine Cessnas are still fitted 
with the tried-and-true suction-type 
stall-warning horn, which relies on the 
vacuum created at the leading edge of 
the left wing to suck air through a reed 
that generates noise to announce the 
approach to stall. The new Skyhawk is 
equipped with Safe Flight’s AOA lift 
transducer mounted on the right wing 
leading edge and the AOA indicator 
(Indexer Computer) mounted on top 
of  the cockpit glareshield on the left 
side of  the compass. The AOA system 
is calibrated to deliver accurate indica-
tions in any configuration and at any 
speed, including during slips. Whether 
in an accelerated cross-control stall or 
a straight-ahead power-off  stall with 
flaps up or down, at any weight, wing 
loading or cg, the indicator will accu-
rately show the actual AOA.

The new Cessna single-engine air-
planes are all equipped with Garmin 
G1000 flight decks. (The TTx has a 
G2000 system with touchscreen controls, 
but no AOA.) Some wonder why Cessna 
didn’t just employ a Garmin AOA with 

the display on the G1000 primary flight 
display (PFD), but this configuration 
would tend to keep the pilothead-down, 
looking at the PFD instead of outside the 
cockpit during landing. The Safe Flight 
Indexer is easily viewable while looking 
through the windshield, and its LED 
display is plenty bright when sunlight is 
shining on it. Pilots can set a reference 
marker on the Indexer “for establishing 
AOA climb, cruise and approach AOA 
targets,” according to Safe Flight.

The Indexer uses red, yellow and 
green LED lights to indicate AOA, along 
with audible Geiger-counter-like click-
ing sounds that speed up as AOA nears 
the stall. While the AOA system can help 
pilots fly more precisely and maintain a 
safe margin above stall, the system is 
advisory-only and is not to be used for 
any performance credit or to replace the 
stall-warning system, Safe Flight warns.

Flying with the AOA
After departing Wichita’s Eisenhower 
Airport in CAVU weather, we climbed to 
4,500 feet over Cheney Reservoir, where 
I flew some steep turns and stalls. Dur-
ing the steep turns, the AOA climbed into 
the yellow and began buzzing to indicate 
the lower margin over stall. In the stalls, 
the AOA’s top two LEDs turned red 
and the audible warning buzzed faster, 
always before the full stall and wing drop 
occurred, giving the pilot plenty of warn-
ing that it’s time to reduce pitch and AOA. 
During cross-control stalls, the AOA gave 
plenty of warning before any adverse reac-
tion by the airplane, and it was easy to stop 
the buzzing and bring the Indexer back 
into the green by simply reducing pitch.

When properly calibrated during 
installation, the Indexer can be used 
to show various phases of  flight: long-
range cruise, with head- or tailwind or 
no wind, normal or short-field/obsta-
cle clearance takeoff, maximum endur-
ance and landing approach modes such 
as fast, on-speed or slow.

I flew two touch-and-goes on Run-
way 36 at Clyde Cessna Field in King-
man, Kan., one with full flaps and one 
no-flaps. While I’ve flown airplanes with 
AOA indicators, most of  those that I fly 
aren’t equipped with AOA systems, so I 
had to force myself  to watch the Indexer 
during the approaches. I tried the “fast” 
landing indication of  two green LEDs 
on the Indexer and found that gave me 
plenty of  energy for a smooth flare. With 
full flaps and using the on-speed indica-
tion, airspeed settled at 60 kias, and the 
Skyhawk felt comfortable in the final-
approach zone that I am used to. Watch-
ing the Indexer, it was easy to adjust 
pitch to keep the LEDs in the green and 
right where I wanted while still looking 
through the windshield. It is important 
to monitor airspeed, of  course, with an 
occasional glance at the PFD, but the 
AOA system made me feel more con-
fident about maintaining a stabilized 
approach with plenty of  margin over 
the stall.

We returned to Eisenhower for another 
full-flap landing, and I kept my eyes on 
the Indexer while Bleakney monitored the 
airspeed, and the resulting flare and land-
ing worked out perfectly.

Adding the Safe Flight AOA system to 
the Skyhawk makes perfect sense, because 
in my opinion all entry-level training air-
planes should be equipped with AOA 
systems. Simply adding the system to an 
airplane doesn’t instantly improve safety, 
but as pilots and especially flight instruc-
tors become more familiar with AOA sys-
tems and incorporate them into training 
and operational flying, there will be a sig-
nificant safety benefit.  o
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The Safe Flight angle-of-attack system, circled, is  
standard equipment on all Cessna 172S Skyhawks.

NBAA HONORS MEMBERS 
FOR SAFE FLYING

NBAA recently honored six member 
companies with its 50 Year Safe Flying 
Achievement Award and acknowledged 
hundreds of others for safe flying achieve-
ments. The flying achievement awards 
were presented in November at the 
NBAA Convention as part of the asso-
ciation’s Flying Safety Award program. 

“By following safety best practices 
and achieving accident-free opera-
tions, these member companies have 
proved to be exemplary safety stan-
dard-bearers for the business aviation 
industry,” said NBAA president and 
CEO Ed Bolen. 

The most recent 50 Year Safe Flying 
Achievement Award recipients are 
Cargill, Caterpillar, Hess, Eli Lilly, Red 
Wing Shoe and Corning. NBAA noted 
that Corning has marked more than 60 
years of safe flying. The awards recog-
nized milestones reached by the end of 
last year. 

NBAA also presented other awards 
to companies and individuals for safety 
achievements. These included the 
Corporate Business Flying Safety Award, 
which was given to 230 companies that 
had collectively accrued 9,548,085 
safe hours. NBAA also presented the 
Commercial Business Flying Safety 
Award to 35 companies that have 
compiled 1,199,723 safe hours. 

In addition, 426 pilots who have 
flown 3,196,566 safe hours received 
either the ATP or Commercial Pilot 
Safety Award; 98 companies qualified 
for the Aviation Maintenance Depart-
ment Safety Award; 261 technicians 
received the Maintenance/Avionics 
Technician Safety Award; 215 support 
personnel were recipients of the Avia-
tion Support Services Safety Award; and 
111 schedulers and licensed dispatch-
ers were honored with the Schedulers 
& Licensed Dispatchers Award. 

The most recent recipients joined 
thousands of NBAA member compa-
nies and individuals recognized since 
the Flying Safety Awards program was 
established in 1953. The program rec-
ognizes companies for “exceptional 
achievement in maintaining safe fly-
ing operations.” The awards, the asso-
ciation said, have brought worldwide 
attention to the business aviation safety 
record and “serve as testimony to the 
high degree of professionalism inherent 
in business aircraft operations, and as 
tribute to the skill of a company’s man-
agement, maintenance, pilot and sup-
port personnel teams.”

The awards also were presented as 
NBAA established a new policy to under-
score its commitment to promoting 
safety as a key part of its mission.—K.L.

Hands On
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